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Strategic Plan

Our purpose is
Providing safe, quality, accessible care and a dynamic 
place to work and learn

Our vision is
Caring Together. Better health and wellbeing for our 
community

We implement these by living our REACH values

We will work together to implement our Strategic 
Priorities 

We will achieve the outcomes of 
The best care for our consumers
A talented, engaged and satisfied workforce
The best use of our resources
Partnerships that provide services to best meet care needs

A message from our CEO

Quality Care 
Consistently providing safe, compassionate 
care at the highest standard 

Partners in Care
Working collaboratively to deliver 
equitable and accessible care 

People Who Care 
Valuing, empowering and providing 
opportunities for our workforce 

Sustainable Care 
Securing the future of effective and 
affordable local care 

It has been an incredibly challenging year for our 
organisation and the community we serve. Our 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic has taken 
precedence over all other priorities. We are proud that 
throughout this period we have continued to focus 
on providing the best possible care for our patients, 
residents and clients. 

Despite the demands on the health service in 
responding to the pandemic we continued to 
progress the development of our new strategic plan. 
A number of approaches were taken to engage the 
community in the development of the plan.

Over the past year we’ve been in conversation with 
staff, volunteers, Visiting Medical Officers, partners and 
the community we support, to learn what matters to 
you when it comes to health and aged care services. 
Your ideas and feedback helped to shape our strategic 
priorities and objectives for the next five years.

We recognise the vital contribution that consumers 
can make to how we plan, design and deliver 
services and recognise the need to further embed 

engagement in all aspects of the organisation. Our 
commitment to effective community consultation 
continues to be supported by our Community 
Advisory Subcommittee and we recognise and thank 
the members for their support during 2019-20.  

Feedback received from the 2018-19 Quality Account 
showed the community would like to stay with the 
calendar format as well as increase communication 
through our website and Facebook.

Throughout the calendar we have highlighted where 
the work we have done fits within our strategic 
direction and outlines many of the key objectives that 
will guide our work in future years.

Printed copies of the Quality Account Calendar can be 
collected from the front reception of the hospital.

A downloadable copy of the Quality Account 
Calendar and How we’ll care together Kilmore 
District Health’s Strategic Plan 2021-25 can be 
found at www.kilmoredistricthealth.org.au

From left: Dr Martin Duffy, Sue Race, Jennifer Gilham, Kirrily Gilchrist, Colin Clark
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We know better health outcomes are 
achieved when we truly engage and listen 
to our consumers. One way that we do this 
at The Kilmore & District Hospital (TKDH) is 
by having consumers on Committees.  
Over the last couple of years TKDH has 
worked very hard to recruit and build the 
number of consumers on our Committees. 
We are proud to report that we now 
have a consumer on our Quality and 
Safety Committee. 
Key Committees at TKDH with consumers 
playing a vital role are:

• Community Advisory (8)
• Clinical Governance (1)
• Consumer Experience Action Group (3)
• Quality and Safety (1)

Key achievement from 
working with our consumers

Our June 2019 results from the 
Victorian Healthcare Experience 
Survey (VHES) told us that in 2018-
19 that on average 82% of our 
consumers felt that they were not 
given sufficient information on 
managing their health and care at 
home when they were discharged. 
This result was lower than the peer 
average of 91%.

As a result of the VHES results 
and feedback provided through 
face to face inpatient surveys and 
complaints, a decision to include a 
redesign of discharge paperwork was 
set as a priority for the Partnering in 
Healthcare Framework for 2019-20.

The discharge paperwork was 
reviewed by the Consumer 
Experience Committee where 
consumer representatives worked 
alongside Managers to develop 
a consumer-friendly discharge 
summary for people attending for a 
day procedure. 

The following comments highlight 
the value of co-design in improving 
consumer experience:

Partnering with our consumers

Deb Davis
Consumer Representative

Helen Clancy
Consumer Representative

David Clark
Nurse Unit Manager Perioperative Services

‘‘
‘‘‘‘

I have seen real partnerships between healthcare 
professionals and consumers forged and a 

vast improvement in person centred care. The 
Managers truly listen to what we have to say as 

representatives of our community. As a community 
member it is rewarding to work together to find the 

best outcome for consumers. 

The valuable partnership between the 
Committee and staff to review hospital forms, 

means that the information provided to the 
consumer is both suitable and best practice.

The process was a humbling and educational 
experience. I was wondering what to expect, maybe 
even sceptical, but I learnt a lot from listening to the 

consumers input, and seeing how our perception 
wasn’t always what the consumer wanted or 

understood. In listening, understanding and changing 
our information, I feel energised to repeat this positive 

experience to assist with ongoing consumer liaison.
If you would like to be part of making 
improvements to health care in our 
community, please contact:
Leanne on 5734 2077 or 
leanne.houston@kilmorehealth.org.au
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New Year’s Day

Australia Day School Term 1 Begins

Strategic Priority 3 - Partners in Care*
Objective 1 - Co-design locally relevant and culturally safe services.
Service planning and redesign includes consumer perspectives, and models 
of care are focussed on delivering the best care in the right setting.

*Page 26 in How we’ll care together 
Strategic Plan 2021-25



CONSUMER, CARER AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATIONDiversity

Becoming LGBTIQA+ 
Inclusive

With the endorsement of our 
LGBTIQA+ Action Plan in 2019 this 
year has focused on what we need 
to do to build a welcoming and 
accessible service for everyone. 

This has included ensuring:
• LGBTIQA+ membership on 

our Diversity, Inclusion and 
Health Literacy committee

• training sessions for staff 
working in aged care; and

• a review of organisation 
wide admission documents 
and procedure in relation to 
respectful documentation of 
LGBTIQA+ identity.  

In February we proudly partnered 
with other health services under 
the banner of ‘PRIDE in the 
North’ and joined the annual 
PRIDE March in St Kilda. We plan 
to continue this annual event, 
and to join in recognising and 
celebrating many other LGBTIQA+ 
awareness days of significance.   

Disability
Action Plan

With the ratification of our Disability 
Action Plan in 2019 this year we 
have focussed on implementing 
a comprehensive site audit of 
the hospital for accessibility and 
inclusion. The audit involves walking 
around our hospital to undertake 
a review of external and internal 
spaces and facilities.  

Each person who lives with a 
disability is impacted in different 
ways and can be faced with different 
barriers as they navigate their day. 
Our plan has been to include people 
with varying disabilities to assist us 
to undertake the review from the 
different perspectives.

 Alongside the physical audit it is 
also important that we undertake 
a review of our website, social 
media platforms, and consumer 
related documents against disability 
accessibility guidelines. Due to 
the COVID-19 restrictions we were 
required to defer this work until we 
can freely move around the hospital 
and aged care setting with our 
community members.    

Reconciliation 
Action Plan 

This year we have registered with 
Reconciliation Australia to develop 
our Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) 
to launch in early 2021.  

Our RAP will outline actions to 
be implemented over the next 
two years and is intended to 
embed change across all areas of 
operation from governance, policy 
development, employment, training, 
and direct service delivery. 

We recognise there are many  
barriers that exist for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples in 
accessing health care and that this 
has an impact for their health and 
wellbeing. Our Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander communities have 
been involved in the development 
of our RAP and we aim to increase 
our engagement to build strong and 
respectful long term relationships 
ensuring they are involved in the 
ongoing implementation of our RAP. 

Our RAP Working Group will meet 
once every two months to ensure we 
remain committed to our plan.  

Supporting 
community wellbeing

Over the past year TKDH 
partnered with the Social 
Innovation Research 
Institute Swinburne to 
bring together interested 
community members and 
community organisations 
to collaborate to identify 
innovative approaches to 
connect our community.  

The ‘Community Wellbeing 
Group’ identified mental 
health support and service 
gaps as the highest priorities.   

Our region is becoming an increasingly diverse community. Our goal is for every person accessing our hospital, aged care 
and community-based services to be able to access culturally-safe wellbeing and health care.

Diversity

If you are interested in 
participating in any of these 
areas, please contact: 

Jitka on 5734 2164 or                      
jitka.jilich@kilmorehealth.org.au
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Strategic Priority 1 - Quality Care*
Objective 4 - Provide culturally appropriate and inclusive 
services to meet the needs of our diverse community.

*Page 23 in How we’ll care together 
Strategic Plan 2021-25



2020 presented some challenges for the Strengthening Hospital Response to Family 
Violence project team. Regular communication with staff and information sharing to the 
wider community has been keeping the line of communication open and avenues of 
support visible.  These are some of the communication methods we have used this year:

Diversity

Family violence is when someone behaves abusively towards 
a family member. It is part of a pattern of behaviour that 
controls or dominates a person and causes them to fear for 
their own or others’ safety and wellbeing.

Violent and abusive behaviour includes physical and sexual 
violence, and financial, emotional and psychological abuse. 
Slapping, hitting, rape, verbal threats, harassment, stalking, 
withholding money, and deliberately isolating someone from 
their friends and family are some examples of the types of 
behaviour that occur in family violence.

In 2018, The Kilmore & District Hospital (TKDH) established a 
partnership with Northern Health to roll out the Strengthening 
Hospital Response to Family Violence (SHRFV) project. 
SHRFV was established through the lead of the Women’s and 
Bendigo Health to develop a system-wide whole of hospital 
approach when responding to family violence. 

In 2019, TKDH built up awareness and understanding for our 
staff on what family violence is, how to identify and sensitively 
enquiry, what support and services are available and how to 
inform, support and refer the victim. 

It was important for us to acknowledge that our staff are not 
immune to family violence. We have provided education for 
our Senior Leaders to assist them to provide support to staff 
who may need it. This training continues to evolve and be 
rolled out across the organisation. Managers are currently all 
trained (100%) and 90% of staff are trained in how to support 
our community.

Family Violence

Elder Abuse Day 
A photo gallery with wisdom 
from our older people 
displayed in the Acute Ward, 
Caladenia, Dianella and 
outpatients. Safe warm 
house competition with the 
residents in our care facilities.

Information          
Display Boards 
Display board updated in 
Urgent Care and one added 
in maternity to contain 
information for staff, 
patients and visitors with 
brochures to take away.

Go To Resource Person 
Education (GTRs)
Due to COVID-19 we 
couldn’t hold our re-launch 
afternoon tea in April. 
Instead we held a virtual 
afternoon session together.

Education During 
COVID-19
All training for Managers 
and Staff was moved to 
online.

Weekly
Emails
Family Violence facts, 
information and stories 
sent to all clinical staff to 
keep Family Violence in 
the forefront of their mind.

Care Planning in 
Acute Ward
A section has been added 
to the Comprehensive 
Care Plan that raises the 
question about family 
violence and adds the 
referral process to it.

Posters Displayed 
for Staff
Posters displayed on the 
back of staff toilets to 
highlight support leave 
that is available.

Online Vigil
TKDH took part in an 
online family violence vigil 
by lighting candles and 
sending a picture to Safe 
Steps to remember all lives 
lost to family violence.

If you or someone you know is experiencing Family Violence 
please remember there is support available. 
Reach out to our friendly and supportive staff or contact          
1800-RESPECT (737 732) for a confidential conversation.

More Information

If you would like more 
information on our SHRFV 
project, please contact: 

Regi on 5734 2110
or regula.mckinlay@
kilmorehealth.org.au
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Labour Day

Strategic Priority 3 - Partners in Care*
Objective 4 - Work with our partners to implement innovative health and 
wellbeing promotion and protection initiatives.
Bolster our prevention, early detection, intervention and protection programs.

*Page 27 in How we’ll care together 
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The Kilmore & District Hospital (TKDH) was a Finalist in the 
Improving Workforce Wellbeing and Safety category.

In 2017 a long-term cultural change program focusing on 
leadership development and accountability was commenced. 
A three-year partnering agreement with the Studer Group 
was established to implement an Evidence Based Leadership 
Program. The objectives of the program are to:

• Determine the shared values and workplace behaviours 
that will set the standard for TKDH;

• Implement a program to build senior leadership 
capability and hold leaders to account; and

• Implement a minimum standard of training for all staff 
and Managers to know how to identify, report, prevent 
and respond to incidents of bullying and harassment.

Our Senior Leadership Team were engaged in monthly 
meetings and workshops to introduce this work and to 
commence a review of our values. Based on a comprehensive 
organisation wide engagement process the core values 
adopted were: Respect, Excellence, Accountability, 
Compassion and Honesty. The values formed the platform for 
the REACH program. TKDH Code of Conduct was rewritten to 
reflect the REACH values and expected behaviours.

2019 Victorian Public Healthcare Awards

Strategies used to implement the REACH Program included:

• Establishing and introducing an Employee Recognition Program;

• Creating a Great Team Exercise (Above and Below the Line Behaviours) conducted 
by all teams;

• Monthly accountability meetings with all Managers and Team Leaders;

• Embedding leader rounding based on monthly rounding targets;

• Expanding and strengthening team huddle processes; and

• Establishing processes for cascading information.

The People Matter Survey 2019 completed by staff demonstrated that there was 
an increased awareness of the values and code of conduct.

Staff had received 
information about 
our Values 

Staff had received 
information about 
the Code of Conduct

Staff intend to stay 
working at TKDH 

Reduction in bullying 
and harassment

2016 2016 2016 20162019 2019 2019 2019

86%

63%

14%
23%

84%

55%

87%

32%
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
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Good Friday Easter Saturday Easter Sunday

Easter Monday

ANZAC DaySchool term 2 begins

School term 1 endsStrategic Priority 2 - People Who Care*
Objective 4 - Embed a culture of values-based behaviours.
Continue to embed values-based behaviours right across the 
organisation to include staff, volunteers, consumers and carers.

*Page 24 in How we’ll care together 
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CONSUMER, CARER AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Bowel Cancer Screening at TKDH
The National Bowel Cancer Screening 
Program (NBCSP) invites eligible people 
starting at age 50 and continuing to age 74 
(without symptoms) to screen for bowel 
cancer using a free, simple test at home. 

If the at home screening test shows a 
positive result, a letter will be sent to the 
patient and their GP advising a colonoscopy 
to further investigate.

We provide regular monthly colonoscopy 
lists specifically for these patients, meaning 
patients receive their procedure within 30 
days maximum.

This service means you can have your 
procedure done quickly and close to home.

All results go back to your regular GP to 
discuss if further investigations or treatments 
are required.

If you are in the clear – that’s great to know!

If you need further treatment, early 
identification is the key to success.

Bowel Cancer Screening

1 IN 13 PEOPLE WILL DEVELOP BOWEL CANCER IN THEIR LIFETIME 

JAN  •  FEB  •  MAR  •  APR  •  MAY  •  JUN                                                                     JUL  •  AUG  •  SEP  •  OCT  •  NOV  •  DEC

including 1,500+ under age 50

15,000+
people diagnosed each year

Blood in your poo

Unexplained 
anaemia 

Persistent change
in bowel habit 

Severe abdominal 
pain 

BOWEL SYMPTOMS?
SEE YOUR DOCTOR

RISK INCREASES 
WITH AGE

2ND DEADLIEST 
CANCER

LUNG

BOWEL
PROSTATE
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Strategic Priority 3 - Partners in Care*
Objective 4 - Work with our partners to implement innovative health and 
wellbeing promotion and protection initiatives. 
Bolster our prevention, early detection, intervention and protection programs.

*Page 27 in How we’ll care together 
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Flu Vaccination Campaign
Influenza is a highly contagious viral illness which can cause significant symptoms to anyone 
who acquires it. One of the best ways to prevent influenza in through annual vaccination. 
The Kilmore & District Hospital (TKDH) is committed to protecting our patients, residents 
and staff. We provide our staff and volunteers with the opportunity to receive a free influenza 
vaccination each year. 

The Victorian Department of Health and Human Services sets an annual target which we 
must achieve and strive to surpass. The influenza vaccination program is coordinated by the 
Infection Control Coordinator with the assistance from several nurse immunisers within the 
organisation. Planning for annual influenza vaccination period commences in February. Staff 
are provided with relevant information via email, newsletters and posters. 

Infection Prevention and Control

2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

95.4%
89.2%

83.7%
77.6% 77.6%

Results for vaccination of staff for influenza have steadily increased from 77.6% vaccinated in 
2016 to 89.2% in 2019.

In 2020, 95.4% of TKDH staff received an influenza vaccination. This is our best result to date, as 
not only is our staff larger in number, but more of our people were protected against influenza.

Hand Hygiene
One of the most important and effective ways 
of preventing the spread of infections in health 
care settings is through hand hygiene. TKDH 
staff follow the 5 moments of hand hygiene 
guide when cleaning their hands with both 
soap and water and hand sanitiser. 

90.2% of staff have been compliant with the 
Hand Hygiene Australia Program for 2019-20 
against a state target of 83%. 

Prevention in the Community

COVID-19 testing
During COVID-19, TKDH supported the 
community and provided testing for 266 local 
school staff. Staff were swabbed as part of 
asymptomatic testing program for schools. 

Flu Vaccinations
As part of TKDH supporting the community 
we ran 8 flu vaccination clinics onsite at the 
hospital for community members to have a free 
flu vaccination. 406 people were vaccinated 
during this campaign.
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Queen’s Birthday

School term 2 ends

Strategic Priority 2 - People Who Care*
Objective 2 - Provide a safe workplace and support health and wellbeing
Improve the physical safety of the work environment through infrastructure 
upgrades and improved workplace practices.

*Page 25 in How we’ll care together 
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In July 2019, as part of our Consumer Safety Starts with Me Campaign, 
TKDH made a commitment to commence a project to assist in the 
reduction of falls and reduce harm to our patients and residents. The Falls 
Working Group was established to implement and monitor changes across 
the organisation.

This response required commitment from all of our staff across all departments 
to be involved in and play a part in reducing falls and harm from falls.

In the 2019-20 period, the following actions have been put in place as part 
of the Falls Prevention Project:

Organisation Wide
• Implementation of weekly falls meeting to discuss falls that have 

occurred and to gain input for all departments
• Implementation of the falls safety cross on department notice boards
• Staff huddles to discuss falls and interventions and collect information 

for incident reviews
• Weekly emails to all staff updating on falls that have occurred in the 

previous week and month to date

Aged Care
• Increase in supply of falls alarm devices
• Increase in hip protectors to reduce hip fractures from falls
• Increase in signage so staff are aware of which consumers are high falls risk
• Handover tools updated to alert high falls risks and interventions in place
• Increasing medication reviews

Inpatients Ward
• Increase in supply of falls alarm devices
• Increase in signage so staff are aware of which consumers are high falls risk
• Handover tools updated to alert high falls risks and interventions in place
• Implementation of falls review tool – multidisciplinary huddle post fall 

to review incident and document a plan
• Identification of high falls risk patient at change of shift huddles

Falls Prevention Project

World Patient Safety Day 2019

The 17th of September is World Patient Safety Day. In 2019 we used this 
day to launch our Falls Prevention Project.

We had a series of activities for staff to participate in across the day to 
raise awareness of the Falls Prevention Project. These acitivies included:

• Video clips of staff answering the question “What does patient safety 
mean? The video was streamed on the Education Room TV all day

• World Health Organisation facts displayed in the Education Room
• A large canvas was provided for staff to add their hand print and 

pledge their commitment to falls prevention
• Patient stories shared with staff to educate on how a fall can change a life
• Lunch food trays included a placemat with the Consumer Safety logo
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School term 3 begins

Strategic Priority 1 - Quality Care*
Objective 2 - Advance a culture of safety and service excellence.
Prevent and manage avoidable harm to consumers.
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The Kilmore & District Hospital (TKDH) along with 14 
other Victorian hospitals were selected to be a part 
of a collaborative with Safer Care Victoria.
The aim of this project is to reduce harm to Victorian 
women by reducing 3rd and 4th degree perineal 
tears by 50% in all participating health services by 
end of May 2021. 
Research has demonstrated that women having 
their first vaginal birth in Victoria are known to 
be four times more likely to experience a severe 
perineal laceration (3rd or 4th degree tear) 
compared to those having subsequent vaginal 
births. For these women who sustain such injuries, 
the consequences can be life changing and impact 
on their physical and psychological wellbeing.

Better Births Project

Implementing the Better Births Project
A team of TKDH Midwives, an Obstetrician and our executive sponsors have 
attended 2 Safer Care Victoria conferences in Melbourne. 
Our time in Melbourne assisted in developing and educating our team on the 
project and the measures known to drive the changes to prevent trauma.
To our Maternity Team this project has multiple aspects, including: 

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Engaging our 
women in the 
Antenatal Clinic

Implementing 
prevention measures 
within our Birth Suite

Correct identification, 
treatment and 
management of all 
perineal trauma

The education 
component has been 
implemented within 
the Antenatal Clinic 
for all women having 
a vaginal birth.

We have had great 
success with 2 
Maternity Matters 
sessions aimed at 
educating, inspiring 
and motivating the 
Maternity staff on the 
Better Birth Project. We 
also held an in-depth 
session led by one of 
our Obstetricians.

We have begun the 
process of identifying 
key areas within 
TKDH’s Maternity 
Service that require 
education and change 
of practice. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic the collaborative was unfortunately put on hold 
whilst organisations managed the everchanging effects of COVID-19. Excitingly 
as of the end of November 2020 the collaborative is recommencing.
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Strategic Priority 1 - Quality Care*
Objective 3 - Embed continuous improvement and innovation in everything we do
Integrate research, quality improvement and reflective practice to improve the 
translation of evidence into practice.
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Control COVID-19 Prevention Training 

1,237

Data from Nov-Feb 2020 vs Mar-June 2020

COVID-19 

Data from Nov 2019-Feb 2020 vs Mar-Jun 2020



September
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30

School term 3 ends

Strategic Priority 3 - Partners in Care*
Objective 4 - Work with our partners to implement innovative 
health and wellbeing promotion and protection initiatives 
Bolster our prevention, early detection, intervention and 
protection programs.
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2019-20 heroes

Amanda Clancy For her help 
administering medications.
Jacqui Sango For her honesty 
and compassion when 
rounding on falls. 
Kate Bishop For consistently 
modelling the REACH values. 

Barbara Cummins For always 
putting the consumer first and 
respecting consumers needs.
Selva Pehadzic For showing 
respect to residents and staff. 
Always so gentle, kind and caring.
Chrissie Frampton For 
identifying issues and looking 
to improve processes.

Ray Gatt For reducing maintenance 
job wait times and thinking outside 
the box to achieve the best outcomes.
Veronica Penrose For assisting 
Caladenia nursing staff with 
support and education. 
Dianella Staff (From resident) “At 
night, my bed is turned down and my 
nightie laid out. They don’t realise 
how special it makes me feel.” 

Sam White For her work and 
support provided to all staff 
during COVID-19.
Renae Gibaud For implementing 
a new accounts payables 
system/process saving time and 
increasing auditability. 
Tracey McKay For achieving 
significant gains in Aged Care 
Funding Instrument for Aged Care.

Sam White For her commitment to 
the Flu Immunisation campaign and 
achieving DHHS target.
Claire Poulter For her report on data 
integrity which was at an extremely high 
standard.
Warren Coyle For his passion when 
sharing the achievements of his team. His 
pride is obvious.
Maryanne Edwards For filling in 
as Practice Manager. Her passion to 
complete tasks precisely was outstanding. 
Fiona Ballinger For leading our 
implementation of the Better Birth Project 
with Safer Care Victoria.

Lisa Tinney For compassionate care 
and taking the time to ensure patients 
have a view out of the window.
Daniel Bartlett For ensuring staff, 
consumers and families are listened to 
and cared for during every shift. 

Shelley Ezard For going above and 
beyond to look after staff with food 
following a long Code Blue in UCC.
Abby Heffer For showing 
compassion and care to a family 
during palliative care. 

Robert Telfer For his care, 
compassion, respect and 
honesty for the enviro team. 
Corey Loveday For being 
extremely helpful and 
supportive over the IT 
migration process.
Dr Raja Devanathan For 
his communication with 
patients and staff and 
support of our clinical and 
aged care services.

RESPECT Heroes

COMPASSION Heroes

REACH Superheroes

EXCELLENCE Heroes ACCOUNTABILITY Heroes HONESTY Heroes



October
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

School term 4 begins

Strategic Priority 2 - People Who Care*
Objective 1 - Embed a culture of values-based behaviours 
Recognise, showcase and celebrate the contributions and 
achievements of staff, volunteers and partners.
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The strategic plan was 
drafted and reviewed

In 2019-20 we developed our 
2021-25 Strategic Plan “How we’ll 
care together”.
Strategic Plans are essential 
to identify and determine an 
organisations overall direction, 
including what it should be doing 
that it may not currently be doing.  
A number of approaches were 
taken to engage the community in 
the development of the Strategic 
Plan, including the proposal to 
change the Health Service name.
The final version of the 2021-25 
Strategic Plan How we’ll care 
together is available to view on 
our website:
www.kilmoredistricthealth.org.au

October 2018 
Consultation commenced 
with the community to 
establish the preferred 
method of communication 
for input into the strategic 
planning process

Staff, VMOs and volunteers 
were contacted and invited to 
complete an online survey

Workshops 
conducted with all 

stakeholder groups 
to develop the plan

Over 40 community groups 
and partner organisations 
were contacted to participate 
in the planning process

September 2019 
Online survey advertised to the community 

to encourage them to share what matters 
most to them in local healthcare

Brainstorming 
workshops were held 

to discuss proposed 
agency names based 
on feedback from the 
consultation process February 2020

Final round of consultation 
undertaken with staff, 
volunteers and the 
Community Advisory 
Subcommittee (CAS)

March 2020
Consultation with agencies including 
Department of Health and Human 
Services and Victorian Healthcare 
Association

August 2020
The Strategic Plan was taken to 
the Board of Directors and CAS 

for final input and approval 

October 2020
How we’ll care together Kilmore District Health’s 
Strategic Plan 2021-25 was approved by 
Department of Health and Human Services 

The Path to Caring Together



November
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

29 30

Melbourne Cup Day

Strategic Priority 3 - Partners in Care*
Objective 2 - Position the organisation so that we can enhance our service capability
Identify the priority population health needs and align services to improve consumer outcomes.
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The block shapes of the 
logo are inspired by the 
bluestone bricks of the 
iconic hospital building. 
These blocks come together 
to create a contemporary, 
dynamic and solid entity, 
helping to demonstrate the 
message of collaboration, 
community and diversity. 

The icon is a reflection of the rich 
history of the organisation. It features 
a colour palette that expresses 
warmth and positivity.

The new name of the organisation
represents the large range of services
we provide outside the traditional 
hospital setting including aged care.

The cross formation 
maintains a strong 
health care association. 
It communicates 
strength in serving those 
in need by working 
together as a team.

Becoming Kilmore District Health

After consultation with internal and external stakeholders, our 
new name, Kilmore District Health, was derived. Feedback 
received during the consultation process identified that the 
words ‘Kilmore’ and ‘District’ were essential as our local 
community is the forefront of our service and it was recognised 
that we provide services for the whole district. There was also 
agreement that as an organisation, we are much more than a 
hospital and that ‘Health’ more effectively captured the range of 
services we provide. To showcase our new name, we have also 
embraced a rebrand including a new logo.  

This fresh new look will be rolled out in 2021.

You can view our new website at 
www.kilmoredistricthealth.org.au.



December
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

Christmas Day Boxing Day

School term 4 ends

Our purpose is
Providing safe, quality, accessible care 
and a dynamic place to work and learn. 

Our vision is
Caring Together. Better health and 
wellbeing for our community.



Kilmoreweb@kilmorehealth.org.au

The Kilmore & District Hospital

Address: 1 Anderson Road, Kilmore, Vic, 3764

Postal: PO Box 185 Kilmore, Vic, 3764

Phone: (03) 5734 2000

Email: kilmoreweb@kilmorehealth.org.au

www.kilmoredistricthealth.org.au


